
Does the NIH, the ICO or 
FOA have a mandated 
repository requirement?

Yes

Use the mandated 
repository

No

No

Does your data meet 
the criteria for a 

generalist repository?

Yes

Use the 
domain/data 

specific repository

Yes

Is there a generalist 
data repository 

preferred by your 
research community?

Consider 
using Emory 
Dataverse

NoYes

No

Does your data size 
exceed generalist 

repository data 
restrictions?

Yes

Consider uploading  
summarized data forms 

into a generalist repository, 
and/or metadata with 
access link/request 
process for full data

No

Is your data sensitive, 
proprietary, or for another 

reason prevented from 
being shared in a public 

repository? 

Yes

Consider sharing 
de-identified, or limited 

data in a generalist data 
repository, and/or metadata 

with controlled-access 
process for full data

No

If you need more help 
in deciding the 

correct repository for 
you, contact - 

dataplans@emory.edu

Please use this decision tree to select the right data repository for sharing the scientific data from your project and meet the 2023 NIH Data 
Management and Sharing policy. 
Along with sharing as much of your scientific data as possible, include all relevant metadata and associated files, instructions/methods, web links or 
other acccess / request information that would allow someone else to reuse your data and reproduce the results of your research. In particular, 
consider providing access to associated software/analysis code through a code repository like GitHub.   
For more information refer to NIH Data Management & Sharing Plans page below

NIH Data Management & Sharing Plans
Emory

Guide for selecting your research data repository

Is there a domain-specific or 
data-specific repository that fits your 

data needs? See NIH supported 
repositories below:

Repositories for Sharing Scient ific 
Data
Nih

Use generalist data 
repository preferred 

by your research 
community. See a 
list of generalist 

repositories below:

Generalist  Repositories
Nih

Dataverse at  Emory
Emory

mailto:dataplans@emory.edu
https://researchdata.emory.edu/plan/nih-dmsp.html
https://sharing.nih.gov/data-management-and-sharing-policy/sharing-scientific-data/repositories-for-sharing-scientific-data
https://sharing.nih.gov/data-management-and-sharing-policy/sharing-scientific-data/generalist-repositories
https://sco.library.emory.edu/dataverse/index.html
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